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 This instrument is a virtual alternative to an electric bass guitar. It models and emulates many of the features of an electric bass including harmonics, portamento, and panning. The main control panel is similar to that of a guitar and includes a volume control, tone control, tremolo control, a filter envelope control and a pan control. In addition to this, a dedicated set of bass effects controls are also
available to add reverb, chorus, and delay to the bass signal. There are two types of sound engines: Oscillator-based and Envelope-based. The former uses a synthesized wavetable of the desired frequency. The latter uses an envelope to sweep up and down the frequencies. Depending on the settings of the amplifier-like control panel, the user can select a single or a double-coil pickup. DevilBass is

compatible with several music applications including Audio Units, ProTools, FL Studio, Logic Pro, Cubase, Nuendo, and Renoise. Its audio engine has a patch that allows it to be used with either MIDI or audio I/O. User interface DevilBass uses a combination of buttons and graphical displays. When started the user is presented with a traditional four-note keyboard. In addition to this, the user is also
presented with a visual display of the graphically-rendered filter envelope and the synth engine graphic. The user can select the main control panel using either of two methods. They can use a wheel interface similar to that found on a standard guitar or a front panel with buttons, which are mapped to the same controls as a standard guitar. The user can create new patches using the four note keyboard,
the two sliders, the six envelopes, and the four filters. The user can also modify existing patches by changing the sound characteristics (including filters, pitch, volume, effects and modulation) and switching between the two types of audio engine. DevilBass also includes a metronome, equalizer, harmonizer and a pedal board and effects section. Audio engine DevilBass uses a non-linear phase/time-

based oscillator-based audio engine. Oscillator-based synths use a limited set of oscillators with amplitude and frequency controls to create a sound. The frequency is swept in a defined direction using a sweep envelope. The sound is created using a combination of the oscillators and the envelope. The sounds created by this engine 520fdb1ae7
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